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Ikenobo’s largest ikebana exhibition, with origins in the Tanabata Gathering held at the 
Imperial Court during the early Edo period (17th century), is scheduled to be held as follows:

いけばなの根源
Origin of IKEBANA

2018 Ikenobo Ikebana Tanabata Exhibition

Nov. 7 (Wed) – 12 (Mon) at Takashiyama Kyoto Dept. Store 
Open from 10:00 to 20:00 (Exhibitions close at 18:00 on Nov. 8, 10 and 12)

Open from 09:00 to 17:00

Last admission 30 min. before closing.  Combination ticket for both exhibitions: ¥900

Nov. 9 (Fri) – 12 (Mon) at Ikenobo Headquarters

Ikebana is one of the representative aspects of traditional Japanese culture, and ikebana 
began with Ikenobo.

Rokkakudo Temple is said to have been founded by Prince Shotoku about 1400 years ago. 
Priests who made floral offerings at the Buddhist altar of this temple lived near a pond (the 
Japanese word “ike”), in a small hut (called “bo”). For this reason people began to call the 
priests by the name “Ikenobo.”

In 1462, the name Senkei Ikenobo first appeared in historic records as a “master of flower 
arranging.” Senno Ikenobo, who was active in the late Muromachi period (mid-16th century), 
established the philosophy of ikebana, completing a 
compilation of Ikenobo teachings called “Senno 
Kuden.”

Senno Ikenobo taught, “Not only beautiful 
flowers but also buds and withered flowers have life, 
and each has its own beauty. By arranging flowers 
with reverence, one refines oneself.” 

Arranging flowers and finding beauty in flowers – 
these are linked to a heart that values nature and 
cares for other people. This is the spirit of Ikenobo 
Ikebana.

https://www.ikenobo.jp/event/katen2019/tanabata.html

一般財団法人池坊華道会
Ikenobo Society of Floral Art

京都市中京区六角通東洞院西入堂之前町248池坊会館
Ikenobo-kaikan, 248 Donomae-cho, Higashinotoin nishi-iru,
Rokkaku-dori, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL075-231-4922

Google MAP

MAP❶
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【This volume’s cover】
<Sweets bowl with chrysanthemum pattern> SATSUMA ware, unsigned, 19th century, from the collection of Kiyomizu 
Sannenzaka Museum. (Photograph by Yoichi Kimura.) 
*The article featured on the cover is not always guaranteed to be on display. Please inquire before visiting the museum.

《菊尽し菓子鉢》無銘、19世紀、清水三年坂美術館蔵 （写真撮影：木村羊一）。
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SINCE 1462　[Origin of IKEBANA]　華道家元池坊　Origin of Ikebana Ikenobo
世界に誇る京都の伝統産業　With Pride to the World: The Traditional Industries of KYOTO
京都伝統産業青年会　Kyoto Traditional Industries Association Youth Group
【SOUVENIRS】
SINCE 1903　[TRADITIONAL JAPANESE KYOTO DOLLS]　京都桂甫作 安藤人形店　Kyoto Ando Doll Shop Dolls made by Keiho Ando
SINCE 1915　[TRADITIONAL JAPANESE SHIBORI TIE-DYE ITEMS]　片山文三郎商店　Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten
CIRCA 1688-1704　[UJICHA JAPANESE TEA]　丸久小山園　Marukyu Koyamaen
CIRCA 1728-1744　[YUZU-FLAVORED MISO]　八百三　Yaosan
SINCE Edo period　[JAPANESE WHEAT FLOUR CRACKERS]　田丸弥　Tamaruya
CIRCA 1558-1569　[JAPANESE TEA]　上林春松本店　Kanbayashi Shunsho Honten
SINCE 1907　[FINE ART AND TEA CEREMONY UTENSILS]　中西松豊軒　Nakanishi Shohoken
SINCE the 1860s　[JAPANESE KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD HARDWARE AND TOOLS]　コタニ金物　Kotani Kanamono
【JAPANESE RESTAURANTS】
SINCE 1722　[YUSOKU IMPERIAL COURT CUISINE AND TAKEKAGO BENTO BOXES]　萬亀楼　Mankamerou
SINCE 1781　[KYOTO SUSHI]　いづう　Izuu
SINCE 1869　[SUKIYAKI, SHABU-SHABU AND STEAK]　モリタ屋　Moritaya
Foreign Friendly Taxi / Kyoto City Industry and Tourism Bureau Tourism and MICE Promotion Office
【LUXURY HOTEL AND TRADITIONAL JAPANESE RYOKAN INN】
ART MON ZEN KYOTO
SINCE 1895　南禅寺参道 菊水　Nanzenji Sando Kikusui
ICOM（国際博物館会議）京都大会2019　ICOM (International Council of Museums) KYOTO 2019
SINCE 1897　京都国立博物館　Kyoto National Museum
嵯峨嵐山文華館　Saga Arashiyama Museum of Arts and Culture
京都万華鏡ミュージアム　Kaleidoscope Museum of Kyoto / 清水三年坂美術館　Kiyomizu Sannenzaka Museum
【KYOTO EXPERIENCES】　Marukyu Koyamaen　
JAPO-RHYTHM / Asahido Massage Therapy Clinic / Masahiro Tantoujou Sword Forge
Waraku / Kyoto Lacquer Art Workshop Heiando  / Kodai-ji Zen Temple / Kyoshoan
Kyoto Cultural Experience Center WAK JAPAN
[“KUMIHIMO” WITH JEWELRY]　水と油　mizu+abura
関西ツーリストインフォメーションセンター京都　Kansai Tourist Information Center Kyoto
Event Calendar　Festivals and Cultural Events / Best Times and Places for Cherry Blossom and Autumn Leaves Viewing
World Cultural Heritage Sites and Popular Tourist Spots
Central Kyoto Area and Arashiyama Area Map
Kyoto Guide Map

※本誌掲載の記事・写真の無断複写・複製・転載を禁じます。 *The copying, reproduction or reprinting of any articles and photos in this magazine without permission is expressly forbidden.

Born from the founding of Heian-kyo city in 794, Kyoto has developed as a center for politics, culture and industry of Japan. 
Even now in Kyoto, traditional techniques of the highest quality continue to be handed down and cherished.

Kyoto Prefecture has 1,800 stores with histories of more than a hundred years, the highest in Japan. “THE KYOTO PREMIUM 
SELECTION” aims to introduce a selection of such businesses of washoku (Japanese cuisine), traditional Kyoto arts and crafts, 
and Kyoto souvenirs, nurtured by 1,200 years of history. Their craftsmen put their heart and soul into making products only the 
finest of which this free magazine will showcase.

Kyoto has now become one of the world’s most popular sightseeing cities. Why not include a visit to these old and established 
stores during your sightseeing in Kyoto?

※表紙の作品は、必ずしも展示しているとは限りませんので、ご来館の際はお問い合わせ下さいますよう、お願い致します。
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The basis of Kyoto’s traditional industries can be found in the histories of clothing, food and shelter that started around 16,500 
years ago in the Jomon period. Ever since the introduction of ironware in the Yayoi period over 2000 years ago, and the importa-
tion of culture like Buddhist art and ceramics during the roughly 500 years from the Kofun (300–538) to the Nara period (710-
794), Japan has made its own domestically. To that end, coexistence of those things with Japan’s natural environment such as 
water, plants and trees, and their maintenance, has been essential. Kyoto represents traditional Japanese “Monodzukuri”, a term 
that literally means “making things”, and refers to craftsmanship or manufacturing. It carries on the characteristic of Japanese 
culture of using natural materials, introducing and evolving new techniques, and taking great care of things by reusing them.

世界に誇る 京都の伝統産業
KYOTO

With Pride to the World:
The Traditional

Industries of
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Kyoto’s traditional industries have supported Japanese culture. Goods for daily use such as Kyo-yaki and 
Kiyomizu-yaki ceramics or Kyo-shikki lacquerware have enhanced the traditional food cultures of Kyoto cuisine and 
tea. Kyo-sashimono woodcraft chests of drawers, Kyo-takekogei bamboo crafts, Kyo-sensu folding fans, Kyo-uchiwa 
round fans, Kyo-hamono knives and Karakami paper have all brought utility and beauty to everyday life. There are 
also craft works related to the religions of Buddhism and Shintoism such as Kyo-ningyo dolls of Buddhist statues and 
sculptures of deities, Kyo-hyogu mountings for Buddhist scriptures, Kyo-butsudan Buddhist altars and Kyo-butsugu 
Buddhist paraphernalia, juzu beads and Shinto costumes and furnishings. In the area of garments and ornaments, 
there are Nishijin-ori woven textiles, Kyo-yuzen and Kyo-komon dyed textiles, Kyo-kuromontsukizome black dyeing 
and Kyo-kumihimo braided cords. Landscape gardening and Kyoto stone crafts are industries connected to residen-
tial environments.

The origin of these traditional industries is said to have begun with silk raising and weaving, introduced by the 
Hata clan from China. In each period of history, influential figures have been their biggest users within Japan; emper-
ors and court nobles since the Heian period, samurai families from the Kamakura to the Edo period, and shrines 
and temples who gathered followers of their faiths.

In the Heian period (794–1185), government-managed craft workshops used to produce a variety of goods includ-
ing textile fabrics, folding screens, folding fans, lacquerware, metalwork and paper used for religious texts. In order 
to maintain the buildings and costumes of the imperial court, shrines and temples, a diverse and large number of 
craftsmen were required, leading to the specialization of their skills and the division of their labor. It was during this 
time that craft skills developed for events at Toji Temple, Byodo-in Temple and Kitano Tenmangu Shrine; for the 
Aoi and Gion Festivals; and for costumes and tools used in the performing arts. With the disturbances of war and 
the weakening of the imperial court by the end of the Heian period, craftsmen made the move from government to 
private workshops or to the provinces, where their skills began to spread. From the Kamakura (1185–1333) to the 
Muromachi period (1336–1573), the establishment of Nanzenji Temple and Tenryuji Temple led to the development 
of craft skills related to the work of Buddhist image artisans, such as cutting tools, mountings, Buddhist religious 
objects, landscape gardening and stone lanterns. A wealthy merchant class grew with the rise of the traditional indus-
tries. It enjoyed considerable economic power, but damages from war, typhoons and earthquakes meant having to 
rebuild each time. In the Momoyama period (1573–1603), Kodaiji Temple’s decorative lacquerware became popular 
due to being favored by military leader, Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Juko-in Temple, a sub-temple of the Zen Buddhist 
Daitokuji Temple, had deep ties to samurai families and the tea ceremony; it was given artworks by Kano School 
artists who had the confidence of the samurai. Meanwhile, many family temples of Rinpa School artists were of the 
Nichiren sect of Buddhism, which had set up an autonomous government in league with the merchant class as an act 
of self-protection against its enemies. The most famous family temple was Honpoji Temple, where works by Hon’ami 
Koetsu, the craftsman considered to have founded the Rinpa School, and the painter, Hasegawa Tohaku, remain. In 
the Edo period (1603–1868), Hon’ami Koetsu was involved with “sagabon”, elegantly printed books using wooden 
movable type, whose technology was used in the mass production of Ukiyoe woodblock prints. When the shogunate 
government relocated to Edo (Tokyo), Kyoto, with its population of over 400,000, was still the center of Japanese 
culture and maintained its industries. The Rinpa School popularized the craftwork arts of Kyo-yaki and Kiyomizu-
yaki ceramics and uchiwa round fans. Kyoto, renowned as the birthplace of fashionable Yuzen dyeing, became a 
tourist destination where folding fans, dolls and wrapping cloths grew popular. From the Edo to the Meiji period 
(1868–1912), heightened demand for fine arts from the shogunate government, feudal lords and wealthy merchants 
meant that many metalwork and lacquerware craftsmen made decorative fittings, metal crafts and enamelware for 
furnishings, arms and armor, small object cases (suspended from obi sashes) and swords. After the London Interna-
tional Exposition of 1862, Japonism, the study of Japanese art, became a trend in Europe and America. The artistic 
value of woodblock prints and handicraft goods was highly regarded, leading to a flood of such objects out of Japan 
to foreign countries.

Japanese culture is now at a new generation, with growing attention from overseas. The history of “Monodzukuri”, 
which honors continuation, innovation and trust, will carry on into the future by craftsmen who have long defended 
the methods of tradition.

The History of Kyoto’s Traditional Industries
京都の伝統産業の歴史

Writer: Masashi Nakamura (Chief of the Research Center for Japanese Culture Structural Studies)
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Traditional IndustriesKyoto 

Creating traditions from new craftsmanship
wanted by the people.

Developing local communities through traditional industries.

*All photos are examples of
Kyoto’s traditional industries.6



Association Youth Group

For over a thousand years, Kyoto was the capital of Japan from the Heian period to the Edo period. A variety of people thus 
gathered there, creating a culture of its own.

Kyoto’s traditional industries have played a large part in supporting this unique culture. “Traditional industries” refer to 
those industries that use traditional skills and techniques to make products that relate to Japanese culture and daily life. Those 
high levels of skills have been an important foundation in shaping the culture of not only Kyoto, but also Japan. Throughout 
its history, Kyoto has experienced great suffering and change such as the destruction of most of its districts by fire during wars, 
and the loss of its capital status to Tokyo. However, its traditional industries continue to this day, thanks to the many craftsmen 
with their love for Kyoto, who have kept them alive.

There are 74 traditional industries registered by Kyoto City, including Nishijin-ori textiles, Kyo-yuzen dyed textiles, Kyo-butsugu 
Buddhist altars and equipment, Kyo-yaki and Kiyomizu-yaki ceramics, Kyo-uchiwa fans, Kyoto stone crafts, Kyo-ningyo dolls, Kyo-hyogu 
mountings, Kyoto shikishi, tanzaku and waboncho paper, bamboo crafts, landcsape gardening, sake, karakami paper, juzu beads, nenju-
tama prayer beads, Kyoto pickles and Kyo-tatami mats.

Amazing skills, people and history! The Kyoto Traditional Industries Association Youth Group, operated by 
a variety of members, will be displaying and selling goods. Come and find something to your liking. 

Miyako Messe, Kyoto Museum of Traditional Crafts FUREAIKAN,
Kyoto Traditional Industries Association Youth Group Administrative Office,
9-1 Okazaki Seishoji-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606-8343

Tel: 075-762-2670  Fax: 075-761-7121 Email: kyotodensei@hotmail.com

https://kyoto-densei.jp/

Watch our videos!

February 20–26, 2019 10:00–20:00 PLACE: 3rd floor, JR Kyoto Isetan, Higashishiokoji-cho,
Karasuma-dori, Shiokoji-sagaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto 

“Supporting culture steadily from generation to generation”

22nd Kyoto Traditional Industries
Association Youth Group Exhibition

●京てぬぐい青年連絡協議会 ●京都工芸染匠(協)青年部 ●京都扇子団扇商工(協)青年部 ●京都色紙短冊(協)青年会 ●京都竹材商業(協)青年部京都竹青会 ●京都府
清酒青年協議会 ●京都府石材業(協)石青会 ●京都府造園(協)青年部 ●京都府漬物(協)青年部会 ●京都仏具(協)青年部 ●(協)京都表装協会青年部 ●京人形商工業
(協)青年会 ●京念珠製造業青年会 ●泉涌寺陶磁器青年会 ●西陣帯地青年会 ●個人会員：片山タタミ店、(株)本つづれ勝山、(株)丸二、(株)佐野、(株)でんでん、
(株)コミュースタイル、製茶房 嘉栄、みつたけ、(株)安田、八尋製作所、(株)Creative Of Life、(株)Time and Design ●賛助会員：石田哲雄税理士事務所、かね井染織
(株)、(株)上野旭昇堂、(株)洛音、(有)久司繊維脱色、(株)アマゲロ、塩釜染匠、野田紋工所、Rashiku

Many traditional industries in Kyoto have been
nurtured by history and tradition.

Kyoto's history has cultivated these valuable assets. 

Kyoto City's Traditional Industries

第22回京都伝統産業青年会展“地味にスゴイ京都伝統産業青年会”

日程: 2019年2月20日～26日 10:00～20:00 ／ 場所: ジェイアール京都伊勢丹 3階 京都市下京区烏丸通塩小路下ル東塩小路町

*Anyone is welcome to attend

Kyoto Traditional Industries Association Youth Group.

京都伝統産業青年会
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京都桂甫作 安藤人形店
けい ほ

Kyoto Ando Doll Shop
Dolls made by Keiho Ando

Traditional Japanese Kyoto Dolls京人形

Google MAP

⬆A re�ned imperial court Hina doll. The Emperor doll wears the noble yellow-
brown "Korozen" colored garment worn by emperors at formal ceremonies, to 
commemorate the enthronement ceremony of the Emperor in 2019. Character-
istic of Kyoto dolls, it sits on the right side.

⬆The "Choju Hina", a celebra-
tory gift to wish for long life, is 
very popular. There are a total 
of 8 colors to choose from, 
including red.

➡The shop also makes helmets 
and armors displayed during the 
Boys' Festival in May to wish for 
healthy growth.
Kabuto helmet, from ¥80,000.

⬅The 
current 
family 
head 
has 
inherited 
over a 
hundred 
years of 
tradition.

⬅A display of 15 dolls on a 
traditional seven-tiered 
platform.
Individual dolls, from 
¥50,000. The complete set 
pictured here is 
¥8,800,000. 
*All prices exclude tax.

⬇The shop is located very close to Kyoto Imperial 
Palace Park.

Ando Japanese Doll Shop has specialized in Kyoto dolls for three 
generations and is located a short walk from Kyoto Imperial Palace, 
the former imperial residence. It is the only dressing master of 
ornamental Hina doll costumes to receive the Yellow Ribbon Award 
(a Japanese Medal of Honor), and was selected by the Minister of 
Health, Labor and Welfare as a “Contemporary Master Craftsman”. 
The founder, Keiho Ando, made countless imperial court Hina dolls 
according to rules laid down by the imperial family. These dolls, 
made with skills and methods handed down from past generations, 
have been rated highly overseas as well. The current third generation 
family head has given gifts of ornamental dolls to the royal families 
of Belgium, Thailand and the United Kingdom. 

The conventional wooden building of the shop displays its goods on 
the first and second floors. Once you go up to the second floor, there is 
a sight that would amaze anyone; a vast array of Hina dolls, as befits a 
specialist shop. The distinctive features of Kyoto doll faces are the 
slightly narrow eyes and gentle expression. They are known as “Kyoto 
heads”. Additionally, their kimonos are made from the highest quality 
Japanese textiles, Nishijin woven fabrics. The Kyoto aesthetic can be 
seen in the traditional color schemes. These elegant dolls are made by 
a division of labor; the dressing master creates the design and adds the 
finishing touches, while the head, hair, hands and feet are made 
separately by artisans who are masters in their respective fields. In 
recent years, there has been increasing interest in dolls designed by the 
current head that are dolls for grownups; Kanreki dolls for celebrating 
60th birthdays and Choju dolls for celebrating longevity. The shop also 
makes helmets and armors displayed during the seasonal festival for 
boys. Please take this opportunity to experience Kyoto craft making 
and Japanese customs through its dolls and armor.

MAP❷
273-2 Komeya-cho, Aburanokoji-dori, 
Marutamachi-agaru, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市上京区油小路通丸太町上る米屋町273-2

TEL: 075-231-7466  OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00 
Jan–Apr: Open everyday   May–Dec: Closed 
Sun, national holidays, 2nd and 4th Sat
Access: 20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
Email: info@ando-doll.com
URL: http://www.ando-doll.com

Kyoto Ando Doll Shop
Dolls made by Keiho Ando

京都桂甫作 安藤人形店

老舗

1903
S I N C E

Kyoto dolls are made with artisanal skills and rich 
sensibilities. The shop also displays valuable dolls with 
ties to the Imperial family.

けい ほ
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片山文三郎商店
Katayama Bunzaburo
Shoten Traditional Japanese Shibori tie-dye items

Google MAP

⬆Before the dyeing process, threads are bound tightly around parts of the 
fabric. As these threads resemble shellfish, this became known as “Bai Shi-
bori”, named after a type of shellfish called “bai”. These Bai Shibori Petit Bags, 
¥3,800 (excl. tax), are made of 100% shiny polyester and sewn in a round form.

⬆Many gorgeous and unique fashion items and interior goods are inside, full of the 
world of Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten, where tradition meets modern times.

⬆The bags in the above photo are available in a variety of colors. Lightweight and 
cute, they are a convenient size for smartphones or purses.

Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten is a Shibori tie-dye specialty shop that 
has been in business in Kyoto since the Taisho period (1912-1926). It 
had its start when Bunzaburo Katayama established a top-quality 
Shibori tie-dye kimono manufacturing shop in 1915, specializing in 
Kyoto’s own “Kyo Kanoko Shibori” (Kyoto-style fawn pattern tie-dye). 
�e Shibori kimonos produced by Bunzaburo had few patterns, and 
in those days were extremely simple and fashionable. �e styles were 
ahead of the times and Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten grew from there 
to become known as a specialist for Shibori tie-dye.

“Kyo Kanoko Shibori” is the general term in Kyoto for the Hitta 
Shibori technique that creates a pattern similar to the spots on a fawn’s 
back. Made by binding parts of the fabric with threads to resist the dye, 
what is most important is achieving the pattern by concentrating on how 
much of the cloth is le� undyed. �is skillful method, all done by hand, 
continues to be passed down through generations by Kyoto cra�speople.

In 1991, Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten created “Aimu”, a glass plate 
which had a so� Japanese indigo-dyed piece of hemp fabric sandwiched 
in the middle. It won the highest award in the MADE IN KYOTO Best 
Design Exhibition and became the impetus to branch out into new 
fields. A�er becoming the third generation owner, Kazuo Katayama 
carried on making traditional Shibori kimonos, and his strong wish to 
present the unlimited possibilities of Shibori tie-dye to modern daily life 
meant positively encouraging the development of innovative products 
like interior goods and Western clothes. Aside from Shibori kimonos, 
the shop handles a variety of products such as Western clothes, scarves, 
accessories, hats, bags, parasols, noren (Japanese shop curtains), and 
Shibori lanterns. �ese products, with their unique and bold forms 
embracing the irregular textures of Shibori, appeared in the catalog of 
New York’s Museum of Modern Art in 2005, and since then have 
continued to transmit their appeal around the world.

A shop specializing in traditional Shibori tie-dye for 
more than 100 years.

老舗

1915
S I N C E

⬇The brightly colored noren shop curtain in the 
doorway of the old Kyo-machiya townhouse 
built in the early Showa period welcomes visitors 
to the shop.

Kyoto Main Shop: 221 Hashibenkeicho, Takoyakushi-
dori, Karasuma nishi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都本店：京都市中京区蛸薬師通烏丸西入ル橋弁慶町221

TEL: +81 (0)75-221-2666  OPEN: 10:00 to 18:30 
(10:00 to 18:00 on Sat., Sun. & national holidays) No regular 
holidays (Closed during the New Year holidays with special 
holidays during the summer. Please inquire for details.)
Access: 10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

URL: http://bunzaburo.com/en/

銀座店：東京都中央区銀座6-7-8 銀座フロンティアビル2階
Ginza Shop: 2F Ginza Frontier Bld, 6-7-8 Ginza, 
Chuo-ku, Tokyo
TEL: +81 (0)3-3573-3135  OPEN: 11:00 to 19:30 
(Closed Mon. and during the New Year holidays 
with special holidays during the summer. Please 
inquire for details.)

MAP❸

Google MAP
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Marukyu
Koyamaen Ujicha Japanese tea

丸久小山園

宇治茶

Google MAP

Google MAP

Google MAP

⬆Please appreciate the �ne taste of high-quality Uji Matcha.

⬆At Marukyu Koyamaen’s head of�ce, circa 1924.

➡A wide variety of 
teas, including Matcha, 
Gyokuro, Sencha, 
Hojicha and Genmai-
cha, is available at the 
Nishinotoin shop.

JR Kyoto Isetan Dept. Store Shop
B1 Tea section (Kyoto Station)

ジェイアール京都伊勢丹店
地下1階銘茶コーナー（京都駅）

OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00

Kyoto Takashimaya Dept. Store Shop
B1 Japanese sweets section

京都髙島屋店 地下1階 和菓子売場

OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00

Marukyu Koyamaen Nishinotoin Shop /
Motoan Tea House

www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/

Nishinotoin-dori, Oike-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
京都市中京区西洞院通御池下ル

TEL: 075-223-0909  OPEN: 9:30 to 18:00 
(Shop), 10:30 to 17:00 (Tea House) 
(Closed Wed. Open on national holidays.)
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

丸久小山園 西洞院店・茶房「元庵」 
もとあん

Marukyu Koyamaen had its start in the Genroku era (1688–1704) 
when Kyujiro Koyama began cultivating and producing tea in 
Ogura, Uji. Through generations since, it has endeavored to im-
prove the traditions and quality of Uji tea. With “Making teas with 
quality as the highest priority” as its motto, Marukyu Koyamaen 
has achieved a consistent standard of high quality from cultivation 
to production. Its original teas have won many awards, including 
first prize at the National Tea Competition twenty-one times. The 
current 11th generation owner is a tea blender (appraiser) who has 
twice won the National Tea Inspection Skills Competition. Mar-
ukyu Koyamen is a renowned Uji tea shop that has become famous 
nationwide. While it has taken the initiative of introducing the 
latest technology and machinery in order to improve quality, it has 
also preserved its traditional methods to make the finest of teas, 
and spares no effort to carefully finish the process by hand and deli-
cate attention. Recently, it has developed and produced original 
products, such as its patented low caffeine teas and Matcha made 
from cold water. At the Nishinotoin Shop’s Motoan Tea House, an 
excellent space located in a renovated machiya townhouse, you can 
enjoy freshly ground Matcha tea, seasonal Japanese sweets or Uji 
Matcha ice cream. In addition, there is a range of original tea uten-
sils. Popular gifts include specially made Matcha sweets that use 
plenty of the finest quality of Matcha tea.

A long-established, award-winning Uji tea shop that puts 
quality �rst for its tea making.

老舗
1688-
1704

C I R C A

⬆Stone mills are used to make Matcha green tea powder.

➡Built in a renovated Kyoto-style machiya house: 
a stylish fusion of tradition and innovation.

⬆Marukyu Koyamaen’s Makishima 
Factory in Uji. (Tours are available.)

⬆Marukyu Koyamaen’s factory at its 
head of�ce.

MAP❹

MAP❻

MAP❺
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Yaosan
八百三

Yuzu-�avored miso柚味噌

Google MAP

270 Kurumaya-cho, Aneyakoji-dori, Higashinotoin 
nishi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市中京区姉小路通東洞院西入る車屋町270

TEL: 075-221-0318   OPEN: 9:00 to 18:00,
National holidays 10:00 to 17:00 (Closed Sun and Thu)
Access: 10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi, 1 min. walk 
from Subway Karasuma Oike Station (Exit 3-2).

MAP❼
Yaosan八百三

⬆Yuzu miso in a pretty yuzu-shaped ceramic container. Right: 220g medium size, 
¥3,600. Left: 510g large size, ¥6,700. There are also limited edition products, re-
producing those sold 40 years ago in a small 60g size for ¥2,600. The miso keeps 
its flavor for about 40 days at room temperature. Also sold in round chipwood 
boxes starting from ¥900. All prices include tax.

⬆The wooden sign inside the shop is precious item carved by famous Japanese 
artist Rosanjin Kitaoji in his youth. This is the original, while a replica hangs outside.

⬅Yuzu miso goes well with 
other fermented foods such 
as butter and cheese. It can 
be spread on bread, and 
grilled with some butter on 
top. Warming the miso 
increases the aroma and 
makes it delicious.

⬅The building is 
an attractive 150 
year old machiya 
townhouse. The 
shop interior's 
stone-paving keeps 
it cool, perfect for 
preserving the yuzu 
miso.

Since its establishment in the middle of the Edo period, Yaosan has 
specialized in making yuzu miso for about 300 years. Originally 
starting as a caterer of Buddhist vegetarian cuisine, it served temples 
and shrines, including Kyoto Imperial Palace and Chion-in temple. 
The yuzu miso created by the first generation owner quickly became 
an integral seasoning, eventually winning a high reputation. Increas-
ing demand led to the business specializing in yuzu miso.

Deep in the heart of Kyoto's Saga region, famous for the Sagano 
Scenic Railway and the Hozugawa River Boat Ride, is a village called 
Saga Mizuo, long known as a yuzu-growing area. High quality yuzu 
is harvested there to make the miso with a secret method, handed 
down for generations, to a successor in the family. The scent of yuzu 
is strong, while it has body and sweetness, with a rich and mellow 
flavor. It goes spectacularly well as a topping on furofuki-daikon 
(simmered Japanese radish) and kamonasu-no-dengaku (grilled 
eggplant with miso), dishes that any Japanese person knows. It is 
delicious with nama-fu (fresh wheat gluten), konnyaku (Japanese 
yam jelly) and tofu. It can also be eaten in a variety of ways; on its 
own with some tea or sake, added to a little hot water to make a 
dressing, or spread on bread like a jam. As it is high in nutrition, it is 
popular among people of all ages as a natural food. Please try the 
taste of this appealing yuzu miso that has survived through the ages 
for yourself.

The preparation method for Yuzu miso has been 
handed down for generations, through the tradition of 
“Isshi soden” (一子相伝), to a successor in the family.

⬅High quality yuzu from 
Saga Mizuo are delivered to 
Yaosan in late autumn, and 
then prepared for use with 
selected ingredients at the 
back of the shop.

老舗
1728-
1744

C I R C A

➡Furofuki-daikon 
(simmered daikon 
radish with miso), 
a standard dish in 
Japanese cuisine. 
Yuzu miso goes 
so well with 
vegetables.
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田丸弥
Tamaruya Japanese wheat

flour crackers

京都のおせんべい

Google MAP

Google MAP

⬆”Shirakawaji” 12 packets, ¥950. The raised karakusa (arabesque) pattern 
represents the Shirakawa river in the east of Kyoto, and the golden and black 
sesame seeds are grains of sand.

•"Shirakawaji" can also be bought at “O tabi Kyoto” (East of Shijo and 
Teramachi-dori street intersection).

➡As you go 
through the shop 
curtain of the 
main shop, there 
is the “showing 
room” with 
products on 
display in the 
style of Kyoto 
from the past.

⬅Baked 
carefully and 
evenly by the 
intuition of a 
skilled baker.

Tamaruya’s origin is said to have been in Kyoto’s Tamba region 
with an inn called Tamaruya Yahei, where travelers were welcomed 
with confectionery. From the Meiji period, the store came to rest at 
its present location and made confectionery the family business. 
The current owner is the 17th generation owner.

“Osen” is Kyoto dialect for senbei, a lightly baked cracker made 
with wheat flour. “Shirakawaji” is Tamaruya’s main and most 
famous product, with sesame seeds added to the dough. The 
manufacturing method, as handed down by the Buddhist monk 
Kukai (Kobo Daishi, in the year 804), is faithfully observed to this 
day, as each one is hand made.

Tamaruya’s motto of “Confections are their maker”, that each 
confection is a unique expression of the one who made it, is held in 
the same spirit as the saying “Chazen Ichimi” (Tea and Zen are 
one). The path of confectionery making is the same as human 
development, and it continues to deliver sincere hand-made 
flavors.

Along with “Shirakawaji”, filling the mouth with its aromatic 
sesame, “Miso Hangetsu”, miso-flavored in the shape of a crescent, 
and “Kibunegiku”, made with eggs and the finest peanuts, their 
delicious confections are simple yet refined, making the best use of 
their natural ingredients.

That their long-loved products are still presented in the shop as 
they were in the past is also distinctive of Tamaruya. The nostalgic 
charm of Kyoto still remains.

⬇The full two-story building of the main shop was built 
about 90 years ago. It still has the elegance of old Kyoto 
Machiya townhouses.

Main Shop: 5 Shichiku-Higashi-Takanawa-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto
本店:京都市北区紫竹東高縄町５

TEL: 075-491-7371  OPEN: 8:30 to 17:30 (Closed Sun. & national holidays)
Access: 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi, located near Kitaoji Station, 
Subway Karasuma Line

堀川店：京都市上京区堀川寺之内下ル東側
Horikawa Shop: East and south side of Horikawa and Teranouchi-dori 
street intersection
TEL: 075-414-1531  OPEN: 9:00 to 17:30 (Closed Thu.)

Tamaruya’s motto of “Confections are their maker” is 
cherished in spirit.

老舗
S I N C E
Edo

period

URL: http://www.geisya.or.jp/~tamaruya/

MAP❾

MAP❽Tamaruya田丸弥
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上林春松本店
Kanbayashi Shunsho
Honten 日本茶 Japanese tea

38 Uji Myoraku, Uji-shi, Kyoto Prefecture
宇治市宇治妙楽38番地

TEL: 0774-22-2509  OPEN: 9:00 to sunset
Access: 20–30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

TEL: 0774-22-2513  OPEN: 10:00 to 16:00
(Closed Fri / Aug 13–16, Dec 30–Jan 5)  Entrance fee: ¥200

⬆The family head relies on his senses to determine the aroma and taste of the 
tea leaves. This quality check is performed in the “Haikenba” special inspection 
room with the walls and table all painted black.

⬇The retail store and the Nagayamon Gate of the Uji tea master.

URL: https://www.shunsho.co.jp

老舗
1558-
1569

C I R C A

Uji tea is produced in the southern part of Kyoto Prefecture. In 
medieval Japan, its wonderful taste caught the attention of the 
shogun, under whose patronage it developed. People called “ochashi” 
or tea masters, were involved with the production and distribution of 
Uji tea during that time. Kanbayashi Shunsho Honten’s ancestor was 
a member of a group called “Gomotsu Ochashi”, who were ochashi of 
a higher standing, and it has continued to preserve the taste of the 
Kanbayashi Shunsho family over fifteen generations.

Kanbayashi Shunsho Honten’s retail shop was the home of this 
ochashi, and stands on the corner of the shopping district on 
Ujibashi-dori Street. The interior, with a small garden, is filled 
completely with the Japanese spirit. One section of the store has a 
place to try matcha green tea and sweets. It is an ideal place to take a 
break. There is a wide variety of teas on display, including sencha, 
gyokuro and karigane, whose excellent quality is still preserved by 
methods from long ago. Every day, the shop’s family head carefully 
checks the tea delivered from tea farmers in a special inspection 
room known as the “Haikenba”. Feeling with his hands, looking with 
his eyes, smelling the aroma and tasting with the tongue; these are 
all part of a process, almost like a beautiful ritual. You can sense the 
quality behind the origins of these famous teas. “Tsurezure”, a long-
beloved, well-known brand of sencha, was also put through this 
process before appearing on the store shelf. It is a refreshing tea with 
a good balance of astringency and deliciousness, and perfect for 
enjoying by yourself, or for a gift to others.

High-quality aromatic Japanese tea from a distin-
guished family business that supplied tea to the family 
of the shogun.

Google MAP

MAP10Kanbayashi Shunsho Honten上林春松本店

Uji Kanbayashi Kinenkan Memorial Hall
宇治・上林記念館

⬆Tsurezure, ¥1,200 (excl. tax), is a popular tea for 
daily drinking, or as a gift.

⬇The Uji Kanbayashi Kinenkan Memorial Hall is located next door to 
the shop. Tools and documents related to the Kanbayashi family are 
displayed inside.
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Nakanishi
Shohoken Fine art and tea ceremony utensils

中西松豊軒
美術茶道具

Google MAP

Kyoto's Gion is the quintessence of the Japanese sense 
of beauty. Encounter masterpieces of tea ceremony 
utensils and Kyo-yaki ceramics in an antique art shop.

老舗

1907
S I N C E

⬆Antique Kiyomizu-yaki ceramic book-shaped incense burner and rabbit-
shaped lid handle with overglaze enamel. It effectively uses the “iroe” technique 
of overglaze enamel established by Kyoto’s Nonomura Ninsei. You can see the 
high level of skill in the expertly-shaped corners of the books.

⬆The second �oor of the shop has a large 30 tatami mat room in which folding 
screens are displayed.

MAP11
388-1 Motomachi, Furumonzen-dori, Yamato-oji 
Higashi-iru, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

京都市東山区古門前通大和大路東入元町388-1

TEL: 075-551-8000
OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00  (Closed Sun.)
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.kyoto-nakanishi.com/en/ 

Nakanishi Shohoken中西松豊軒

⬇The Japanese architectural design of the shop itself is impressive.

⬆Beyond the room where customers 
are served is a small garden in the center 
of the grounds, a typical feature of Kyoto 
machiya townhouses.

⬆The modern gallery was opened as a 
new space for displays and sales.

Did you know that Gion, the geisha district where geiko (Kyoto 
name for geisha) and maiko (apprentice geisha) come and go, is also 
known for its antique �ne arts and articles that attract collectors? 
Halfway between the Sanjo and Gion Shijo Stations on the Keihan 
Main Line, roughly two hundred antique and art shops line 
Furumonzen-dori and Shinmonzen-dori Streets, which run east to 
west. Founded in 1907, Nakanishi Shohoken is a shop on 
Furumonzen-dori Street that deals in �ne art and tea ceremony 
utensils. It moved to its current location from within Kyoto city about 
sixty years ago.

�e shop building, with its refreshing white noren curtain hung at 
the front entrance, is full of the Japanese aesthetic sense, and built in 
the traditional sukiya-zukuri architectural style. �e shop space is a 
realization of Japan's particular sense for �nding beauty in shadows. 
Beyond the tatami mat room for attending to customers, you are 
greeted with a view of a small garden, a common feature of 
traditional Kyoto architecture. �e shop deals mainly in objects from 
the Azuchi-Momoyama (1573–1603) to the early Edo period 
(1603–1868). �ere are masterpieces by leading Kyo-yaki potter 
Nonomura Ninsei, his student Ogata Kenzan, and Nin'ami Dohachi, 
as well as a substantial number of items related to the tea ceremony 
such as Raku ware and calligraphy by the tea master, Sen no Rikyu. 
Foreign pieces include antique art from China. Modern Japanese 
artists are also represented. �ere is a related gallery next door, and 
next door to the gallery is a hotel opened by the current owner, 
taking four years to complete, and �lled with the sensibility of an art 
dealer.
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Kotani Kanamono

コタニ金物
Kotani
Kanamono Japanese kitchen and

household hardware and tools

キッチン・生活雑貨・工具

Google MAP

TEL: 075-371-8519  OPEN: 9:00 to 19:00 
(Closed Sun. & national holidays)
7 min. walk from Kyoto Station

⬇In Japan, temples and houses often use Japanese-
style gutters (toyu) for decoration. Gold-colored gutters 
are priced at ¥35,000 and ¥46,000. Rain chain gutters 
are also available. *All prices exclude tax.

老舗
S I N C E

the
1860s

Kotani Kanamono is a 7-minute walk from JR Kyoto Station, 
located between Higashi Honganji Temple and Nishi Honganji 
Temple.

It was originally a blacksmith’s shop at the intersection of 
Higashinotoin-dori and Shichijo-dori Streets, and was a long-
established company with over 100 years of history. It later pros-
pered as a hardware store, doing business with many local carpen-
ters and building contractors, and has a selection of over 15,000 
items, from architectural hardware, metal fittings and tools to 
kitchen equipment, professional cookware, baking tools and house-
hold goods. In recent years, there has been an increase in the 
number of foreign tourists from countries all over the world who 
come to buy Japanese knives made with traditional methods by 
craftsmen.

“Sweet Marron Caffe” has been added to the second floor, 
designed and constructed entirely by Kotani Kanamono, to be a 
relaxing, modern space. Decorated with retro-looking furniture 
such as “Kaidan Tansu” (Japanese step chests), it is a café where you 
can drop by for breakfast or lunch at reasonable prices. Please visit 
the special corner for tourists with useful Kyoto sightseeing maps 
and tourist information available for free.

Kotani Bldg. 1F & 2F, 686-3 Ebisuno-cho, Shichijo Nishinotoin 
Higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市下京区七条西洞院東入夷之町686ｰ3 コタニビル1F・2F

コタニ金物

COUPON Show this magazine to get a 5% discount
URL: http://kyoto-kanamono.com
         http://www.kotani-kanamono.co.jp

⬅Handmade 
craftsman's 
scissors.
Top, pruning 
scissors, 
¥6,000. 
Bottom, 
bonsai 
scissors, 
¥6,000.

⬆The Sweet Marron Caffe on the second 
floor.

⬆From the bottom: Super Gold 2 
Santoku knife with ebony handle, 
¥45,000, Super Gold 2 petty knife with 
walnut handle, ¥29,000. Jinzaburou 
Kinhagane Shitan Wagara Tsuchime 
Suminagashi petty knife, ¥12,000. 
Jinzaburou Aohagane Suminagashi 
Shoubu knife with shitan (rosewood) 
handle, 180mm, ¥18,000. 

Originally made authentic kitchen knives, traditional 
Japanese rain gutters and convenient cooking utensils.

MAP12

@kyoto_kanamono
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Mankamerou
萬亀楼

Google MAP

⬆Spring Yusoku cuisine displayed on a shimadai table. Yusoku Cuisine 
Course  from ¥30,000. Kyoto Kaiseki Course, daytime from ¥10,000, nighttime 
from ¥18,000. (All prices exclude tax.)

⬆The “Shikibouchou” rite of the ceremonial carving knife, from ¥80,000. (Reservation 
required.) Pictured above is an example of part of the ritual performed at events, and 
not part of the actual ritual performed at the restaurant. (This image is for illustrative 
purposes only.)

⬅The exterior of 
Mankamerou.

⬆Takekago bento lunch box, where Yusoku and Kyoto cuisine are arranged in 
the style of tenshin (dim sum), and served for lunch. ¥6,500.

In 1722, the founder established a sake brewery under the name of 
Yorozuya, but by 1780, it was impossible to obtain rice due to the 
Tenmei Famine. Later becoming a teahouse that served food, the 
name was changed to Mankamerou, as it has remained until the 
present.

Mankamerou o�cially continues the “Ikama” style of Yusoku 
cuisine, and serves the customers elegant and beautiful food that 
includes these traditional skills, while also making adjustments to 
ingredients and the like to bring them into the modern age. 

Based on the Yusoku imperial court cuisine eaten at seasonal 
banquets during Kyoto's thousand year history as the capital, and with 
elements from other cuisines, Mankamerou serves original dishes 
using the ingredients available on the day.

“Shikibouchou”, the rite of the ceremonial carving knife, dates back 
to the Heian period, and performed before formal banquets in the 
Imperial Palace. �e master of the ritual, dressed in an eboshi hat and 
hunting robes, holds a special pair of chopsticks in his le� hand and a 
long sword-like carving knife in his right, and never touching the 
food with his hands, slices �sh or fowl on a large chopping board with 
a set number of strokes, into a shape representing auspiciousness.

�is shape changes depending on the banquet or the type of �sh, 
but there is a certain manner and form to be followed in which it is 
said that the grace and dignity of the practitioner can be seen through 
the knife skills. It is a secret tradition passed on from parent to child.

“Shikibouchou” has several schools, but in Kyoto, only the “Ikama” 
style of the Mankamerou restaurant survives.

Mankamerou’s style of Yusoku imperial court cuisine 
has been handed down for almost 300 years.

387 Ebisu-cho, Inokuma-dori, Demizu-agaru, 
Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市上京区猪熊通出水上ル蛭子町387

TEL: 075-441-5020  FAX:075-451-8271
OPEN: 12:00 to 21:30 (Last entry 19:00)
Closed Wed (subject to change)
Access: 20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.mankamerou.com

老舗

1722
S I N C E

かめ ろうまん

Yusoku imperial
court cuisine and
takekago bento boxes

MAP13

Mankamerou萬亀楼

有職料理・竹籠弁当
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Izuu
いづう

Kyoto sushi京寿司

⬆An assortment of Kyoto sushi arranged in a lidded lacquerware container. The 
sushi is stacked on top of one another so that as they are eaten, the beautiful pre-
sentation is not disturbed. (The actual meal in the restaurant is not served in such 
a container.) Assortment of Kyoto sushi, ¥3,510 (includes tax, serves one).

⬆Saba-sugata-zushi, ¥4,860 (includes tax, serves two) is wrapped in a 
bamboo sheath to keep in the flavors.

⬆A 100-year-old photo displayed in the restaurant. Women wearing kappogi 
(traditional Japanese aprons) over their kimonos are shown making sushi.

⬆The wrapping paper changes 6 times a year. Woodblock prints depict 
Kyoto's four seasons, such as the Gion Festival and Daimonji Bonfire in the 
summer, reddening autumn leaves and a snow scene.

The first thing that comes to mind when thinking about Japanese 
sushi may be nigiri-zushi, where the topping is served on top of 
hand-pressed rice. In fact, in the beginning, sushi was a local 
cuisine from each region of Japan, and nigiri-zushi originated in 
Edo (Tokyo). Other varieties include Osaka’s hako-zushi, sushi 
pressed in a wooden frame, and saba-zushi, pressed mackerel sushi, 
which was born in Kyoto.

A five-minute walk east from Gion Shijo Station on the Keihan 
Main Line, Izuu is a long-established restaurant in the geisha 
district of Gion. It is famous for its saba-sugata-zushi (whole mack-
erel sushi). It used to be a simple dish prepared in households for 
special occasions, until the first generation owner, Izumiya Uhei, 
became the first to offer the dish after elevating it to a professional 
standard. It is the combination of fatty chub mackerel from the seas 
around Japan, Goshu rice from Shiga Prefecture, and thick konbu 
kelp from Hokkaido wrapped around the whole sushi, that 
produces an exceptionally delicious taste. That very kelp, with each 
passing of time, brings about a change of flavor in the mackerel and 
the rice. After leaving it overnight, you can distinguish a different 
deliciousness to the freshly-made sushi. Popular as a take-out dish, 
its packaging depicts the four seasons of Kyoto in woodblock prints, 
with the wrapping paper changing each season.

The restaurant also serves an assorted set of Kyoto sushi which 
includes the saba-sugata-zushi, three kinds of hako-zushi, and a 
futomaki-zushi (thick rolled sushi) that is made using two sheets of 
roasted and raw nori (seaweed). Please enjoy the taste of this historic 
regional cuisine at Kyoto’s leading saba-zushi restaurant.

URL: http://izuu.jp/

A famous restaurant with over 230 years of history, 
where you can savor the local Kyoto specialty of saba-
zushi (mackerel sushi).

老舗

1781
S I N C E

@izuu_sushi
⬆Izuu is currently succeeded by the eighth generation owner, who is also an authority on 
the regional sushi dishes of Japan. Google MAP

MAP14
367 Kiyomoto-cho, Yasaka Shinchi, 
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

京都市東山区八坂新地清本町367

TEL: 075-561-0751
OPEN: 11:00 to 23:00 (Until 22:00 on Sun. & 
national holidays) (Closed Wed. (open if holiday))
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

Izuu
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Moritaya
モリタ屋

Sukiyaki, shabu-shabu
and steak

すき焼き・しゃぶしゃぶ・ステーキ

Google MAP

Google MAP

Google MAP

⬅Top: The Kiyamachi 
shop lies on Kiyamachi-
dori Street, and has a 
view of the Kamo River.
Bottom: The Counter 
Steakhouse’s chefs grill 
special Wagyu beef 
steaks, seasonal 
seafood and vegetables, 
served across the 
counter. The exterior is 
styled after a Kyoto 
machiya townhouse, 
with a beautiful and 
elegant interior. This 
intimate and secluded 
restaurant has seating 
for 9 people.

⬆The main shop is located very 
near to the Shijo Omiya intersec-
tion. Wagyu beef and vegetables 
are on sale on the �rst �oor.

⬆The Kiyamachi shop is at the 
back of a long, stone-paved alley-
way, and has a typical Kyoto ap-
pearance.

*Other branches:  Tokyo Marunouchi shop  03-5220-0029 
 “LUCUA 1100” shop in Osaka  06-6341-1029
*Prices exclude tax. A 10% service charge will be added to your bill.

Moritaya Shijo Inokuma Main Shop: 2F, 521 Nishiki-
inokuma-cho, Inokuma-dori, Shijo-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

四条猪熊本店：京都市中京区猪熊通四条上る錦猪熊町521番地2F

TEL: 075-842-0298
OPEN: 11:30 to 22:00 (Closed weekdays from 15:30 to 17:00), 
Sat, Sun & national holidays 11:30 to 22:00 (Sat until 23:00)
Access: 10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

Moritaya Kiyamachi Shop: 531 Kami-osaka-cho, 
Kiyamachi-dori, Sanjo-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

木屋町店：京都市中京区木屋町通三条上る上大阪町531

TEL: 075-231-5118  OPEN: 11:30 to 23:00 (Closed weekdays 
from 15:30 to 17:00), Sat, Sun & national holidays 11:30 to 23:00
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

Moritaya JR Kyoto Isetan Shop: 11F Eat Paradise, 
JR Kyoto Isetan

JR京都伊勢丹店：ジェイアール京都伊勢丹11階イートパラダイス内

TEL: 075-365-7788  OPEN: 11:00 to 22:00 
Access: Right next to Kyoto Station

URL: http://www.moritaya-net.com

⬆Sukiyaki Special Courses: Daytime: from ¥7,500, “Ume” Course ¥3,800. Eve-
ning: “Kiwami” Course from ¥10,000, “Ume” Course ¥4,300. Includes: appetizers, 
meat (daytime 130g / evening 150g), vegetables, egg, rice, akadashi miso soup, 
pickles and dessert. *Prices may change depending on the restaurant.

⬆Special steak course (evening only) from ¥6,500. Includes: appetizer, wagyu 
sirloin steak, seasonal salad, rice, akadashi miso soup, pickles and dessert. 
There are various courses with different amounts of meat. Each restaurant has 
reasonably priced steak menus that are also recommended.

Moritaya had its start in 1869 when the founder, Unosuke Morita, 
set up a farm in the Saga area and began selling beef and milk. 
Sukiyaki also grew popular at around this time, and it is said that 
Kyoto, full of enterprising spirit, was where it spread most quickly. 
Moritaya was Kyoto’s first ever beef specialty shop. With close to 150 
years of history, it continues to o�er the finest beef, to the extent that 
“beef ” is synonymous with “Moritaya”.

�at uncompromising devotion to quality is based on an 
integrated business. Moritaya has a special farm in Kyotamba with 
its clean water and air, where it raises excellent Kuroge Wagyu 
(Japanese black beef) cattle with love and passion. �ey are 
renowned as the world’s top brand, and their meat has spectacular 
genetic characteristics such as marbling, coloring and tenderness. 
�e elaborate interspersing of flavorful fat in the red meat gives it a 
fine marbled appearance while also giving it a mellow taste. �is 
flavor and tenderness is Kuroge Wagyu’s biggest appeal and is 
second to none.

As Moritaya does everything from raising cattle, production, 
supervision, sales and supplies, it can bring out the tenderness and 
flavor of the wagyu beef to the maximum. It can also take advantage 
of the experience gained in raising cattle to determine the quality of 
the meat and fat, and procures Kuroge Wagyu cattle from all over 
the country.

Each slice of beef, whether eaten as sukiyaki, shabu-shabu or 
grilled with olive oil, has a mellow flavor and melts in the mouth. It 
is a flavor full of tradition that has remained unchanged since 
Moritaya’s founding, and has charmed many customers over the 
years. Aside from the main restaurant which faces Shijo Street, there 
is the JR Kyoto Isetan shop with its view of Kyoto Tower and the city, 
and the Kiyamachi shop where you can enjoy the riverside dining in 
the summer. Each has its own di�erent atmosphere, so you can 
choose a restaurant to suit various occasions.

Try wagyu sukiyaki at Kyoto’s �rst ever beef specialty 
shop, celebrating its 150th anniversary in 2019. 

老舗

1869
S I N C E

MAP17

MAP16

MAP15

Moritaya Kiyamachi Shop Teppanyaki Hanare (annex)モリタ屋木屋町店 鉄板焼 離
TEL: Toll-free 0120-77-0298  OPEN: 17:00 to 22:00 (L.O. 21:30)

Moritayaモリタ屋

Counter Steakhouse
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Japan's �rst Foreign Friendly TAXI stands!

Calling Foreign Friendly TAXIs by smartphone app

Due to the recent sudden increase in the number of visiting travellers from abroad, Kyoto City, in 
collaboration with the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, taxi business associations, 
the Kyoto Taxi Operation Center and other bodies, has put into practice an endeavor to improve the 
language skills of taxi drivers and to improve the environment for accepting the needs of foreigners. 
Foreign Friendly TAXI has set up special taxi stands, the �rst in Japan, at JR Kyoto Station’s Kara-
suma and Hachijo Gates, with drivers and taxis specially certi�ed by Kyoto city's taxi companies. 
Although they are taxi stands with priority for foreigners, the taxis may also be used by people with 
large suitcases, wheelchairs and baby carriages.

* To improve the environment for acceptance of foreign visitors to Japan, and as a measure to increase travel consumption and revitalize the Kyoto area, 
Kyoto City entered into a comprehensive regional vitalization partnership agreement with Visa Worldwide Japan on December 1, 2015. As part of this 
agreement, the “VISA x Foreign Friendly TAXI” stickers will be placed on these taxis.

VISA x Foreign Friendly TAXI sticker *

Indicator lamp

StickerMagnetic plate

JAPAN’S
FIRST EVER!

�ere are approximately 200 certi�ed drivers who have received training in customer service 
and foreign languages. �ese drivers have special driver IDs or wear special armbands as they 
drive to the requested destination and at no extra charge. �ere are about 100 certi�ed vehicles 
in use. �ese certi�ed taxis have specialized indicator lamps and are marked with magnetic 
plates or stickers. �ere are also handy Point-and-Speak foreign language sheets available for 
foreign travellers to use where they can point to words or phrases they wish to say.

According to a survey carried out in March and July of 2016, there were many requests for the 
ability to use Foreign Friendly TAXIs from places other than Kyoto Station. From March 1st, 2017, it 
is now possible to specify Foreign Friendly TAXIs from the “Japan Taxi” smartphone app when 
calling for a taxi.

�e customer indicates their current location and their desired 
destination, and selects the Foreign Friendly TAXI logo when calling 
a taxi. A notification is sent out to all Foreign Friendly TAXIs, and the 
nearest one will pick up the customer.

⬆QR code download 
link to the “Japan 
Taxi” app.

* Payment may be made with credit cards or traf�c IC 
cards. There are wagon type cars and Universal Design 
taxis which have space for more than two large pieces of 
luggage such as suitcases. 

A Point-and-Speak 
foreign language sheet

⬅Look for this logo 
when choosing the 
taxi company in the 
app. 

Credit cards OK! ICOCA card OK!

Foreign Friendly TAXI Stand GuideJR Kyoto Station

Operating hours: 8:00 to 23:00

KARASUMA GATE Map
Operating hours: 24 hours a day

HACHIJO GATE MapMAP18 MAP19

Kyoto City
Industry and Tourism Bureau
Tourism and MICE
Promotion Of�ce
京都市産業観光局観光MICE推進室
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TEL 075-551-0009  Check-in 15:00　Check-out 11:00
http://www.amz-kyoto.jp/en/

京都市東山区古門前通大和大路東入元町 391番地 / 391 Motomachi, Furumonzen-dori, Yamato-oji higashi-iru, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

ART MON ZEN KYOTO is a hotel opened in November, 2017, by Nakanishi Shohoken, a shop that has sold fine arts and tea 
ceremony utensils for over 110 years. The owner, whose aesthetic sense was polished by having grown up in close contact with first 
class artworks, took four years to build the hotel from conception to completion. The hotel’s biggest feature is that the hotel itself 
is a gallery. The works of art that decorate the interior not only add flair to the space, they are also goods for sale that you can buy. 
Each guest room has a glass display case that shows off a single piece of either Japanese or foreign art that can be appreciated for the 
length of your stay. According to the owner, this attempt at a gallery with full-blown accommodation facilities and a restaurant must 
be unusual elsewhere in the world. As if to prove his words, many guests with ties to the arts, including a famous movie director, have 
begun to stay at the hotel regularly.

There are a total of 15 guest rooms made in the pursuit of absolute comfort. All rooms have ceilings of three meters in height that 
increase the feeling of spaciousness. The highest quality also extends to the furniture and the linen; the Hollywood-style beds (two 
single mattresses connected together) are ART MON ZEN KYOTO originals made by Sealy, and use Italian bed linen of the finest 
quality. Additionally, all rooms on the fourth floor are equipped with planetarium projectors. You are sure to have the best relaxing 
time looking at the star-filled sky. First class sukiya carpenters, versed in the art of the sukiya-zukuri style of architecture, worked on 
all the guest rooms. You can enjoy the building itself as another work of art. 

The main dining room serves continental-style breakfasts. 
It is scheduled to undergo a renovation in March, 2019.

Corner Premier 1, a second floor guest room, has floors with 
a “naguri” finish where the chisel marks remain on the 
surface. It feels so comfortable, it will make you want to walk 
barefoot across it again and again.

All rooms on the 4 floors above ground are luxury-class. Maisonette-type rooms 
are also available.

The guest rooms are decorated with, for example, famous pieces by Kyo-yaki ceramic potter 
Nonomura Ninsei, as well as Chinese works of art. The hotel will do its best to cater to your 
personal tastes if you tell the staff in advance.

From ¥32,076 (for 1 person, includes tax and service)Room rates *Rates may vary depending on the season. *Excludes accommodation tax.

ART MON ZEN KYOTO
The �nest hotel space created by an antique art dealer, its guest rooms decorated with
stunning works of domestic and international art. 

Google MAP

MAP20

Luxury Hotel and Traditional
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The famous garden designed by garden architect, Ogawa Jihei VII, still remains on the 
Kikusui grounds.

The traditional Japanese kaiseki lunch cuisine course is prepared under the supervi-
sion of Michelin three-star restaurant Kashiwaya.

Spend a luxurious time in the comfort of a space interspersed with pieces of modern art. Built around 1895, the buildings are elegantly constructed in the sukiya-zukuri style of 
Japanese architecture.

Kikusui, renovated by the renowned architect Ryu Kosaka nearly 130 years after it was built in 1895, had its grand reopening in 
June of 2018.

The inimitable culture of Kyoto is one that has been passed down over many countless years. Kikusui is a place that embodies that 
culture in its Japanese architecture, cuisine and Japanese garden that transforms with each of the four seasons.

There are five guest rooms exclusively available for lodging. Guests may enjoy exceptional Japanese and Japanese-styled French 
cuisine while taking in the tranquil view of the garden, where a private room is located. A completely intimate and peaceful time in 
authentic Japanese surroundings is waiting to be experienced. Kikusui promises that you will find an unforgettable once-in-a-
lifetime experience here in an atmosphere where it feels as if time itself has come to a stop.

Unbound by the conventions and styles of Japanese cuisine and with unlimited imagination and expression, Kikusui has en-
hanced food as a form of entertainment, aided by Chef Hideaki Matsuo of the world-famous Michelin three-star restaurant Kashi-
waya, as its supervisor of Japanese cuisine. Enjoy the specially selected rice, and for lunch, Nanzenji Temple’s famous dish, “yudofu” 
(boiled tofu). French and Western cuisine from Hideki Ofude, executive chef of the Balnibarbi Group, adds a western essence, cre-
ating a “Kikusui cuisine” that can only be appreciated here. Relish the French cuisine lunch sets, and courses or à la carte menu items 
for dinner.

Nanzenji Sando Kikusui
Stay at Kikusui's luxurious inn or dine in a private room with a view of the
Japanese garden and enjoy world-class French or Kaiseki cuisine.

TEL 075-771-4101
http://kikusui-kyoto.com/

京都市左京区南禅寺福地町31 / 31 Nanzenjifukuchi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

1 night with 2 meals, from ¥97,200. *Excludes accommodation tax.Room rates

Lunch: French Cuisine, from ¥3,800, Traditional Japanese Cuisine, from ¥5,000.
Dinner: French Cuisine Course, from ¥8,000, Traditional Japanese Kaiseki Cuisine, from ¥12,000.

Restaurant
*Prices exclude tax and service.

*Prices exclude tax.

Japanese Ryokan Inn 
南禅寺参道 菊水

Google MAP
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3年に一度開かれるICOM（国際博物館会議）大会が、
日本で初めて、京都を会場に開催されます。

The ICOM (International Council of 
Museums) General Conference, held every 
three years, is being held in Kyoto, Japan, 
for the first time.

Contact ICOM KYOTO 2019 Preparatory Office (Tel: 075-561-2127 / Email: office@icomkyoto2019.kyoto)
ICOM京都大会準備室（電話: 075-561-2127、メール: office@icomkyoto2019.kyoto ）

Let’s take part in
ICOM KYOTO 2019!

大会に関するお問い合わせ／For more information about the conference:

国立京都国際会館 京都国立博物館
Kyoto International Conference Center
©Kyoto International Conference Center

Kyoto National Museum, Heisei Chishinkan
Wing (The Collections Galleries)
©Melissa Rinne

Day 1 (1 Sep.)

Advisory Council
Meeting

Day 7 (7 Sep.)Day 2 (2 Sep.) Day 3 (3 Sep.)

Opening Party

Day 4 (4 Sep.) Day 5 (5 Sep.) Day 6 (6 Sep.)

Excursion Day

文化をつなぐミュージアム－伝統を未来へ－

ICOM京都大会2019に参加しよう！

Museums as Cultural Hubs: The Future of Tradition
Sun 1–Sat 7 September, 2019

VENUE: 
DATE: 

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

ICOM参加費等、詳しくはWebで ／ Visit the ICOM KYOTO 2019 website for details regarding participation fees, etc.

How to Become a Sponsor: 

http://icom-kyoto-2019.org/

http://icom-kyoto-2019.org/how-to-sponsor.html
How to Become an Exhibitor: http://icom-kyoto-2019.org/how-to-exhibitor.html

Kyoto International Conference Center (ICC Kyoto), 
museums in Kyoto City and Kyoto Prefecture

2019年9月1日（日）～7日（土）／会場: メイン会場の国立京都国際会館ほか、京都府・京都市内を中心とする博物館等

Applications for participants to ICOM KYOTO 2019 are now being accepted

Created in 1946, the International Council of Museums (ICOM) is a non-governmental organisation whose mission is to pro-
tect cultural assets and promote cultural knowledge, with 37,000 members from 141 countries and territories. It maintains 
formal relations with UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization), having an advisory 
status. Its headquarters is in Paris, France. There are national committees managed in their respective countries, as well as 
30 international committees on a range of museum specialties, regional alliances and affiliated organizations.

What is ICOM?

Draft Schedule for ICOM Kyoto 2019 General Conference (TBD)

Chairs Meetings 
of the National 
and International 
Committees

General Assembly

Closing Ceremony
& Party

Advisory Council
Meeting

Opening Ceremony 
Keynote Speech

Meetings of International Committees, 
National Committees, Regional Alliances 

and Affiliated Organizations

Keynote Speeches 
Plenary session

Social Events

Keynote Speech
Plenary session

Off-site Meetings 
of International 
Committees etc.

* Museum Fair & EXPO Forum will be held.
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KYOTO
NATIONAL MUSEUM

2018 Sep. 29(Sat.)　Nov. 25(Sun.)

Admission : Adult 1,500 yen, Univ. Student 1,200 yen, 
High School Student 700 yen, 
Admission is free through middle school.

www.kyohaku.go.jp/eng

National Treasure Long Sword (Tachi ), 
Signed "Norikuni", Kyoto National Museum

- Tue. December 25, 2018 to Tue. January 1, 2019
- Tue. January 29, 2019

Closed Mondays. When Monday is a national holiday, the museum 
will be opened on Monday and closed on the following Tuesday.

雛まつりと人形
February 13 to March 17, 2019

January 30 to March 17, 2019
中国近代絵画の巨匠 斉白石

January 30 to March 10, 2019

京の冬景色
December 18, 2018 to January 27, 2019

亥づくし ─ 干支を愛でる ─
December 18, 2018 to January 27, 2019

美麗を極める中国陶磁

The Doll Festival and Japanese Ningyō

初公開!天皇の即位図 First Glimpse! The Enthronement of an Emperor

Qi Baishi: Master of Modern Chinese Painting

Winter Landscapes of Kyoto

Boars Galore: Celebrating the Year of the Wild Boar

Exquisite Chinese Ceramics
December 18, 2018 to February 3, 2019

Upcoming Feature Exhibitions: 

The museum will also be closed during the following dates:

KYOTO NATIONAL MUSEUM京都国立博物館

http://www.kyohaku.go.jp/
〒605-0931 京都市東山区茶屋町527／527 Chaya-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto   TEL 075-525-2473

Google MAP
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Saga Arashiyama Museum of Arts and Culture (Formerly Ogura Hyakunin Isshu Hall of Fame, Shigure-den)

（旧・小倉百人一首殿堂時雨殿）

Google MAP

11 Sagatenryuji-Susukinobabacho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町11 

嵯峨嵐山文華館

TEL: 075-882-1111   OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00 
(last entry 16:30), Closed Tue
Adults (over 18), ¥900
30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 

The Saga Arashiyama region in the west of Kyoto city has long been renowned as a notable spot of exceptional beauty, ever since the 
Heian period nobility had villas built there. Less than 600 meters from Keifuku Arashiyama Station, the Saga Arashiyama Museum of 
Arts and Culture was opened in November 2018, a new cultural facility where you can enjoy an art associated with the area, as well as 
Japanese food culture.

As the famous anthology of Japanese poems, “Hyakunin Isshu” (One Hundred Poets, One Poem Each), was compiled in Saga Arashi-
yama in the Heian period (8th–12th century), the museum has a permanent display of one hundred dolls representing each of the poets. 
Other exhibits include ancient Hyakunin Isshu karuta card games which show the background of how the Hyakunin Isshu continued 
as karuta games, as well as related paintings. It also introduces various works of art through special exhibitions held four times a year. 
The “We Love Arashiyama” exhibition, from November 1, 2018 to January 27, 2019, is an introduction to artists who loved Arashiyama, 
such as Japanese painter Takeuchi Seiho, who was influenced by the works of English painter J.M.W. Turner; great Japanese poet Yosa 
Buson; and late Edo period painter, Yano Yacho, who will have works that will be shown in Japan for the very first time. You can appreci-
ate Japanese artworks from the 18th and 19th centuries.

“Arashiyama OMOKAGE Terrace” is a café inside the museum that serves casual rice-based dishes, provided by a restaurant famous 
for its French Kaiseki cuisine. Their pound cakes are made with sake kasu (the lees left over from making Japanese sake) from a Kyoto 
sake brewery with a long history. The café can also be visited independently of the museum. Please do not miss the spectacular view 
from the second floor facing the Oi River. It commands a view of Mt. Arashi, which has provided inspiration for many artists.

⬆Yano Yacho (1782-1828), Autumn Landscape of Takao and Spring Landscape of Arashi-
yama. 18th century, color on gold-foiled paper, pair of six-panel screens.

⬆A display representing the hundred poets who wrote the Hyakunin Isshu. Particular 
attention has been paid to the details of the costumes of the period.

The Japanese aesthetic sense can be found in “SONGS”. This exhibition is 
an introduction to works by Fujiwara no Teika, known as the editor of the 
Ogura Hyakunin Isshu, Matsuo Basho and Yosa Buson, who came to 
Arashiyama and enjoyed writing haiku poems, and artist and poet Yumeji 
Takehisa.

⬆The museum has a tatami mat gallery room for holding special exhibitions.

⬆The renovated exterior of the museum, opened on November 1, 2018.

Saga Arashiyama Museum of Arts and Culture

URL: http://www.samac.jp

MAP23

To commemorate its opening on November 1, 2018, the museums’s �rst special exhibition is centered on paintings related to the 
Saga Arashiyama area.

“SONGS” – Teika, Basho, Buson & Yumeji
Friday, Feb 1–Sunday, May 12, 2019
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Kaleidoscope Museum of Kyoto

Kiyomizu Sannenzaka Museum

Google MAP

Google MAP

Photos show 
“The Princess in 
the Tower” made 
by Akinori and 
Ayako 
Nakamura.

➡Sword 
guard with 
picture of 
Naniwa Bay, 
Shoami 
Katsuyoshi. 
(2nd �oor 
special 
exhibition)

⬇Urns decorated with chrysanthemums, Namikawa 
Yasuyuki. (1st �oor permanent exhibition)

706-3 Dongeinmae-cho, Aneyakoji-dori, Higashinotoin-dori 
higashi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto 

京都市中京区姉小路通東洞院東入曇華院前町706-3

TEL: 075-254-7902   OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00 
(last entry 17:30), Closed Mon (When Mon is a 
national holiday, the museum will be opened on 
Mon and closed on Tue), New Year’s holiday
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi, 3-min walk from 
Exit 3-1 or 3-2, Karasuma Oike Subway Station
Museum entry: Adults, ¥300 / Children (elementary to 
junior high), ￥200 / Under elementary school, FREE
Kaleidoscope Fantasy Gallery entry:¥200
*All prices include tax.

Kaleidoscopes were invented by a Scottish physicist in 1816, 
while studying the light of lighthouses. They were introduced to 
Japan three years later in 1819, around the end of the Edo period, 
and became popular. By the 1980s, the kaleidoscope flourished in 
countries such as the US, and reached the status of fine art works. 
Many artists were active in Japan as well. This museum collects the 
work of artists from home and abroad, and usually displays 
around 50 items that are free to touch and look through. Enjoy the 
wonder and emotion that lights and mirrors can create. 

Kaleidoscopes for gifts: Key holder type, from ¥300. Artists’ 
works, up to ¥164,000.

URL: http://k-kaleido.org/

337-1 Kiyomizu-sanchome, Sanneizaka kita-iru, 
Kiyomizudera-monzen, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

京都市東山区清水寺門前産寧坂北入清水三丁目337-1

TEL: 075-532-4270   OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00 
(last entry 16:30), Closed Mon & Tue (open if 
national holiday). Temporary closure may 
occur.
Adults, ¥800 / Students (junior high to 
university), ￥500 / Children (ages 6–12), ¥300  
20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
Email: info@sannenzaka-museum.co.jp

URL: http://www.sannenzaka-museum.co.jp

MAP24
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Welcome to the ever-changing, fantastic world of color and 
light! A collection of unusual kaleidoscopes! Make your own 
original handmade kaleidoscope!

Kiyomizu Sannenzaka Museum is the first in Japan to show per-
manent displays of shippo (cloisonné enamel ware), metalwork, 
maki-e (lacquerware) and Satsuma ceramics from the late Edo 
period (1615–1868) and the Meiji period (1868–1912). In the per-
manent exhibition on the first floor, articles from the museum's 
collection are displayed by genre, with introductions to materials 
and techniques. Special exhibitions with a variety of themes are 
held on the second floor, and change every three months.

Craftworks from the late Edo and Meiji periods that have 
charmed the world.

Sun, Sept 1–Sat, Sept 7, 2019 (Closed Mon, 2)
ICOM KYOTO 2019 event: Night Museum

Regular times 10:00–18:00, Night Museum 18:00–20:00

Foreign Kaleidoscope Artists Exhibition
Sat, Oct 27, 2018–Fri, Feb 22, 2019

Late Aug–Mid-Nov, 2019

Sword Ornament Goldsmiths and the Meiji Period
Sat, Nov 24, 2018–Sun, Feb 17th, 2019

ICOM KYOTO 2019 event:
Enthronement Commemoration of the Emperor
The Work of Imperial Household Artists: Sculptures

清水三年坂美術館
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As one of the world's historical cities, Kyoto has plenty of traditional 
arts and cra�s workshops. �ey are the result of many years spent pol-
ishing skills and techniques. Many foreign tourists take part in tradi-
tional cra� workshops, favorably received as a chance to personally ex-
perience the Japanese sense of beauty. One temple o�ers the chance to 
experience Zen and the tea ceremony, which have caught the interest of 
famous entrepreneurs and creators from all over the globe. As it is even 
possible to see how the recently increasingly popular Matcha tea is 
made, you can see with your own eyes how that beautiful green is cre-
ated.

You are sure to be amazed by Kyoto’s culture experience workshops. 
Why not rent a kimono and take a leisurely stroll down the streets of 
Kyoto? �e majority of participants come from abroad, so these activi-
ties are designed to be enjoyed by foreign visitors.

Want to experience
Kyoto’s amazing

traditional arts & crafts?

Tour length: about 90 minutes

Watch an introductory video, 
view the Matcha processing facili-
ties, visit a tea tasting room, visit a 
traditional tea house, and learn 
how to prepare and enjoy Matcha.

A�er the tour, you can visit the  
shop with many varieties of fresh 
Ujicha teas such as Matcha and 
Hojicha, along with Matcha 
sweets, perfect for souvenirs.

Start times: 10:00, 13:30, 15:00

For min. 2 to max. 40 people

Learn how to prepare Matcha tea Tour the Matcha Factory in Uji, Mon - Fri,
online reservation required 4 days in advance

京都市中京区西洞院通御池下ル
Nishinotoin-dori, Oike-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-223-0909 (Japanese only)
OPEN: 9:30 to 18:00 (Shop), 10:30 to 17:00 (Tea House) 
(Closed Wed. Open on national holidays.)
Booking email: englishinfo@marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp 
www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/

丸久小山園  西洞院店・茶房「元庵」 丸久小山園 槙島工場
Marukyu Koyamaen
Nishinotoin Shop/Motoan Tea House

Marukyu Koyamaen
Makishima Matcha Factory Tour

1 hour course:
10:00 to 11:00
From 2 to 4 people
Weekdays only
Please email to 
make a reserva-
tion.
¥1,500 per person
(sweet included).

京都府宇治市槙島町中川原172-4
174-2 Nakagawara, Makishima-cho, Uji-shi, Kyoto Prefecture
TEL: 0774-20-0909 (Japanese only)
Minimum 4 day advance reservation required
Booking website:
www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/factory/index.html

もとあん

Admission: ¥500, with a ¥500 
yen coupon o� in-store purchases 
on the day. (Free for children 
under 15.)

MAP26 MAP27
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Established in 1954, Asahido o�ers the 
traditional Japanese non-oil massages of 
“shiatsu” and “anma”. Shiatsu and anma are 
massage therapies that involve applying 
pressure to the body with fingers and 
hands (pressing, kneading, tapping, shak-
ing and pinching) to improve one’s health.

�e clinic has a retro-modern atmo-
sphere, and is a place for relaxing not only 
the body, but also the soul. It is conve-
niently located near a busy shopping area, 
and ideal for healing the tiredness caused 
by travel.

Traditional massages in a Kyoto townhouse.
Nationally-certified therapists will ease your
fatigue, both spiritually and physically

朝日堂治療院
Asahido Massage Therapy Clinic

Fee:
60 minutes ¥6,000
90 minutes ¥9,000
*Major credit cards 
accepted.

京都市中京区麩屋町通り姉小路下ル下白山町293-3
293-3 Shimohakusan-cho, Fuyacho-dori,
Anekoji-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-221-0432
OPEN: 13:00 to 23:00 everyday
*Reservations taken from 12:00 to 21:30
http://www.asahido.biz/english/index.html

MAP29

How would you like to make your own piece of original calligraphic art, 
assisted by the shop’s designer of  Japanese-patterned shirts? Your name will be 
converted into Japanese characters, and you can experience calligraphy. A�er-
wards, you can enjoy shopping for the Japanese-patterned goods in the store. 

ジャポリズム JAPO-RHYTHM

Fee : ¥2,500(excl. tax), available from 1 person with no reservation.
Time: from about 30 to 90 minutes
京都市中京区新京極通り三条下ル
桜之町407-1 詩の小路ビル2F奥
Back of 2F Utanokoji Bldg,
407-1Sakurano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
(facing Shinkyogoku-dori street,
diagonally opposite the MOVIX cinemas)

TEL: 075-211-0439
OPEN: 11:00 to 20:00
(No regular holidays)
http://japo-rhythm.jp/blog/1193/

MAP28

Try your hand at “Shodo” calligraphy in this shop 
selling T-shirts and goods with Japanese patterns.

COUPON

For people 
booking a 
calligraphy 
workshop, 
show this 
magazine 
and you 
will receive 
a free 
hanging 
scroll to 
display 
your 
�nished 
artwork. 

Masahiro Tantoujou Sword Forge将大鍛刀場
Private short sword-making experience

Travel Kyoto
TEL: 075-204-9533　FAX: 075-203-9937　OPEN: 10:00‒18:00 (Closed Sat., Sun. and national holidays)

Email: ni@travelkyoto.jp

<Meeting and forge location>
京都府亀岡市本梅町西加舎石敷32-1
32-1 Ishishiki, Nishikaya, Honme-cho, Kameoka-shi, Kyoto Prefecture
TEL: 0771-56-8502 50 min. from Kyoto Station by car

Google MAP

Material: Forged hard and soft iron
Reservations: Send email to Travel Kyoto
Fee: ¥58,000

In the relaxed surroundings of the suburbs, receive guidance from 
Yuya Nakanishi, a certified professional swordsmith, the only one in 
Kyoto and of which there are only 300 in the whole country, and 
make a knife for your everyday use. By repeatedly heating and ham-
mering the metal, the structure of the metal becomes tighter, forging 
the resilience Japanese katanas are known for. By using a material that 
is a forge of  traditional Japanese hard and soft iron, you will no doubt 
be satisfied with the beauty of the fin-
ished product. For those with enough 
time, we recommend the 6 hour 
course for making a Japanese knife.
*Although these are private lessons, there 
may be times where you will be learning 
with other people, depending on the 
number of participants.

Cancellation policy: No cancellations, plan changes or refunds 7 days before the 
reserved date. Please arrive 10 minutes before start time. To participate, you must be 
over 10 years old. Payments must all be settled in advance by credit card. 
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Zazen is a form of mental train-
ing. Once participants under-
stand how to do Zazen, they can 
incorporate it into their daily 
lives.
Contents: Instruction on how to 
do Zazen, Zazen meditation and 
a tour of Kodai-ji Temple 
grounds
Fee: Adults ¥1,500,
 Children (under 18) ¥1,000.
Time: approx. 1 hour

京都市東山区高台寺下河原町526
526 Kodai-ji Shimokawara-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

鷲峰山高台寺 Kodai-ji Zen Temple
Japanese Cultural Experiences (For group tours)

Zazen Program 
(Meditation)

10 or more participants (advance reservations required)
*Some reservations are declined due to temple events. 
*All explanations are in Japanese. We do not arrange for translators.

http://www.kodaiji.com
TEL: 075-561-9966

MAP32

Fee: ¥6,480 (incl. tax, cash only)
From 1 to 12 persons   Time: 1.5 hours

Reservations by email by 18:00 the day before or by telephone on the day.
Workshop times: 10:00–12:00, 13:00–15:00, 16:00–18:00

Gold Leaf Decoration Workshop

Learn about the history of Urushi, Japanese natural 
lacquer, and watch a short demonstration of Kintsugi.
Fee: ¥6,480 (incl. tax, cash only)
Time: 1.5 hours

Urushi history and 
Kintsugi Demonstration

Located in front of Daitokuji Temple’s main gate,
workshops for gold leaf decoration

漆芸舎　平安堂
Kyoto Lacquer Art Workshop Heiando

A part of 
the  Japanese 
culture receiving  worldwide atten-
tion, “Kintsugi” is a traditional 
cra� born from the harmony be-
tween nature and human skill. It is 
a traditional technique of  restor-
ing damaged pieces of ceramics 
with lacquer and gold leaf.

Google MAPhttps://shitsugeisya.jimdo.com/

京都市北区紫野門前町14 大徳寺東門前
Daitokuji Higashimon-mae, 14 Murasakino
Monzen-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-334-5012
OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00 (Closed Wed.)
Email: heiando@outlook.jp 

�e artisan’s
skill breathes
new life

Japanese lacquer “Urushi” artisan
Hiroki Kiyokawa is a lac-

quer restoration artist, in-
volved with traditional lac-
quer art and the restoration 
of articles from shrines, tem-
ples and museums for over 
40 years, including build-
ings, Buddhist statues, ce-
ramics, lacquerware, antique 
furniture and artworks, and 
cultural properties.

MAP31

Making bamboo “kanzashi” hairpins as used in Kabuki and Japanese paper 
origami earrings are popular with foreign tourists. Feel the museum quality 
antiques inside and experience Japanese “wabi-sabi” at your own pace.

Fee: from ¥1,300
Time: 45 minutes

Itomaki Andon (thread spool lamp):  Fee: from ¥3,000 / Time: 60 minutes
Chopsticks making:  Fee: ¥3,000 / Time: 60 minutes

Kyoto “kanzashi”
hairpins

Fee: from ¥1,000
Time: 1 hour

Japanese paper earrings
(pierced and clip-on)

Experience traditional Kyoto culture
in a 118-year-old machiya townhouse,
close to Sanjusangendo Temple!

京都市東山区大和大路七条下ル辰巳町602
602 Tatsumi-cho, Yamato-oji,
Shichijo-sagaru,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-708-5464
OPEN: 9:00 to 18:00
(No regular holidays)
http://waraku.d-x-b.jp/

和楽 Waraku

*Other workshops are available.

MAP30

You can try on traditional bridal kimonos 
still worn nowadays over your clothes and 
take souvenir photos with your own camera. 
(Indoors only.)

京都市中京区東洞院通り錦小路上ル元竹田町638
638 Mototakeda-cho, Higashinotoin-dori, 
Nishikikoji-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

http://www.kyoshoan.com
TEL: 075-251-1500  OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00

Experience traditional Japanese clothing
in an elegant Japanese house!
Only a 3-minute walk away from Nishiki market,
no reservations are needed, so feel free to drop by

Fee: ¥2,000
Japanese Clothing Experience

Includes kimono, obi sash, geta shoes, bag and 
dressing accessories. (You may also go outdoors.)

Hair decoration/embroidered collar/short 
coat/shawl ¥500 each
Hairstyling (For reservations made before 17:00 
the previous day) ¥1,500

Fee: from ¥3,000

【Optional Extras】

Rental
Kimono
Plan 

京裳庵 Kyoshoan

MAP33
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TEL: 075-212-9993  FAX: 075-212-9994
Reservations and Inquiries

Email: welcome@wakjapan.com

WAK JAPAN Co .

http://www.wakjapan.jp/<KYOTO WASHIN-KAN> <WAKWAK-KAN>

Tea Ceremony at a Shinto Tea Room

Budo Martial Arts Experience

761 Tenshu-cho, Nijo-agaru, Takakura-dori,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

1-533-3 Yamato-oji Nanajo-agaru,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

Google MAPGoogle MAP

MAP34 MAP35

From among a variety of culture experience menus, WAK JAPAN specially recommends the premium
private tea ceremony experience in the luxurious Hoshusha tea room at Toyokuni-jinja Shrine,
as well as traditional Japanese martial arts experiences in a machiya townhouse or dojo training hall.

Time: 60 minutes
Fee: ¥10,000/person

Private Tea Ceremony

Time: 90 minutes
Fee: ¥18,000/person

Private Tea Ceremony with Kimono RECOMMENDED
(as pictured)

Time: 90 minutes
Fee: from ¥30,000/person
For more than 2 people, ¥15,000 for each additional 
person

*Reservations up to 5 days in advance are preferable.

�ere are numerous recommended experience 
plans, including Ikebana (�ower arranging), 
Shodo (calligraphy) and Origami (paper folding).
See website for more details on other available plans.

Kendo, Aikido*

Time: 90 minutes
Fee: ¥20,800/person for more than 2 people, 
includes cost of transport by taxi to and from your 
accommodation

Kyudo archery*

日本総合文化体験センター ワックジャパン
Kyoto Cultural Experience Center  WAK JAPAN

Before and a�er the tea cere-
mony experience, you can take 
a walk around Toyokuni-jinja 
Shrine, as well as a beautiful tea 
garden.

Authentic Tea Ceremony at a traditional tea room in 
a Shinto shrine ground
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May your wishes come true

Time: Approx. 30 mins
Fee: ¥3,000 (excl. tax) per person 
(includes workshop & tea)
Start times: 11:00–11:30,
14:00–18:00
Please call for reservations!
TEL.075-279-0333

Experience the traditional Japanese Kumihimo technique of braiding a “Kano Musubi” knot. You can enjoy cra�making while drinking 
tea as a souvenir of your trip! Choose any color of braid and stones, and make a charm for your bag or other accessories. Under bright lights 
made of famous Shigaraki-yaki pottery, our cheerful sta� will carefully teach you the skills (Time: 30 minutes). �e shop also sells Kumi-
himo jewelry at reasonable prices. Our giant artistic wall that uses over 70m of kumihimo braids can also be an Instagram spot! Please feel 
free to come and have a look.

Kumihimo Bracelet Single ¥12,500 each Asobi  ¥18,500

For use as bag accessories or on keychains .

Sankuzushi Ring
from ¥12,500, ¥17,800 Tsuchime Ring ¥10,000 Kano Musubi Necklace ¥6,800

Ajiro Big Bangle
from ¥12,000 each

京都市中京区三条通り烏丸西入ル御倉町 70 / 70 Mikura-cho, Sanjo-dori Karasuma-nishi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-279-0333　OPEN: 10:30 to 19:00  Closed Tue　E-mail：info@mizutoabura.kyoto　http://www.mizutoabura.kyoto

MAP36

mizu+abura’s original Kumihimo braid and
silver accessories are also available for sale

*All prices exclude tax.

Traditional Japanese “Kumihimo” braids with jewelry.
The shapes that forms the Kano Musubi knot resemble the Japanese character for Kano (叶),
which has the wonderful meaning of “making a dream or wish come true”, and is well-known
as the knot used on shrine amulet bags.

京都木村家宝飾細工本店　水と油
Kyoto Kimuraya Jewelry Main Shop  mizu+abura
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KYOTO EVENT CALENDAR

Tetsugaku-no-michi

Kuramadera Temple

Nanzenji Temple

Eikando Temple

Kyoku-
sui-no-

utage
Apr 29

&
Nov 3

Okera-
mairi

Ceremony
Dec 31

Jidai
Festival
Oct 22

Arashiyama
Momiji

Festival
2nd Sun

of Nov

Kemari-
hajime
Jan 4

Setsubun
Festival

Feb 2–4

Yasurai
Festival

Apr 4

Aoi
Festival
May 15

Festivals and Cultural Events

＊Event dates may change due to unforseen circumstances.

1
3
4
8‒12
21
25
2‒4
25
1
3
25‒4/7
30
1‒23
1st Sat‒ 
3rd Sun
2nd Sun
10
13‒15 　
13‒16
21‒29
29
1‒4
1‒24
3
5
15
1
1/2
5‒6

New Year Celebrations
Karuta-hajime-shiki
Kemari-hajime
Hatsu-ebisu Ceremony
Hatsu-kobo Flea Market
Hatsu-tenjin Market
Setsubun Festival
Plum Blossom Festival
Hina-matsuri Doll Festival
Nagashi-bina Doll Floating
Kitano Odori Dance
Hanezu-odori Dance
Miyako-odori Dance
Kyo Odori Dance
Yasurai Festival
Cherry Blossom Festival
Rokkakudo Temple Night Illumination
Ikenobo Ikebana Spring Exhibition
Mibu Kyogen Play
Kyokusui-no-utage
Enmado Kyogen Play
Kamogawa-odori Dance
Yabusame-shinji
Kurabe-uma Horse Racing
Aoi Festival
Kifune Festival
Kyoto Takigi Noh Play
Agata Festival

［All Kyoto shrines］
［Yasaka-jinja Shrine］
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
［Ebisu-jinja Shrine］
［Toji Temple］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
［Yoshida-jinja Shrine］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
［Hokyoji Temple］
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
［Kamishichiken Kaburenjo］
［Zuishin-in Temple］
［Minamiza Theater］
［Miyagawa Kaburenjo］
［Imamiya-jinja Shrine］
［Hirano-jinja Shrine］
［Rokkakudo Temple］
［Ikenobo Headquarters］
［Mibudera Temple］
［Jonangu Shrine］
［Senbon Enmado Temple］
［Pontocho Kaburenjo］
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
［Kamigamo-jinja Shrine］
［Kami/Shimogamo-jinja Shrines］
［Kifune-jinja Shrine］
［Heian-jingu Shrine］
［Agata-jinja Shrine］

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

7
9‒12
14‒16
17
21‒23
24

31(night)
7‒10
16
23/24
7
4th Mon
30
1‒5
9‒Dec 9
11‒13
22
3
8
7‒12
9‒12
2nd Sun
30～12/25
21
25
31

Kifune Water Festival
Pottery Memorial Service
Gion Yoiyama Main Parade Events
Gion Festival (Main) Parade
Gion Yoiyama Second Parade Events
Gion Festival (Second) Parade
Mitarashi Festival
Sennichi-mairi Ceremony
Gojozaka Pottery Festival
Daimonji Gozan-okuribi Bonfire
Sento-kuyo Memorial Service
Hassaku Festival
Kushi (Comb) Festival
Kangetsu-no-yube Moon Viewing
Zuiki Festival
Special Autumn Night Illumination
Autumn Mibu Kyogen Play
Jidai Festival
Kyokusui-no-utage
Kanikakuni Festival
Ikenobo Ikebana Tanabata Exhibition
Ikenobo Ikebana Tanabata Exhibition
Arashiyama Momiji Festival
Kichirei Kaomise Kogyo（Kabuki）
Shimai-kobo Flea Market
Shimai-tenjin Market
Okera-mairi Ceremony

［Kifune-jinja Shrine］
［Senbon Shakado Temple］
［Various Yamahoko-machi］
［Kyoto City Center］
［Various Yamahoko-machi］
［Kyoto City Center］
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
［Atago-jinja Shrine］
［Along Gojo-dori Street］
 
［Adashino Nenbutsuji Temple］
［Matsuo-taisha Shrine］
［Yasui Konpiragu Shrine］
［Daikakuji Temple］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
［Kodaiji Temple］
［Mibudera Temple］
［Heian-jingu Shrine］
［Jonangu Shrine］
［Gion Shirakawa River］
［Ikenobo Headquarters］
［Takashimaya Dept. Store］
［Arashiyama Hoshokai］

［Toji Temple］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
［Yasaka-jinja Shrine］

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

5 day period
before & after
Doyo no Ushi no Hi

Best Times and Places for Cherry Blossom Viewing 
Late March~April

Kiyomizudera Temple, Hirano-jinja Shrine, 
Daigoji Temple, Chion-in Temple, Nanzenji 
Temple, Heian-jingu Shrine, Maruyama Park, 
Tofukuji Temple, Shojiji Temple, Daikakuji 
Temple, Hirosawa-no-ike and Osawa-no-ike 
Ponds, Jonangu Shrine

Kamigamo-jinja Shrine, Tetsugaku-no-michi, 
Yase, Shinnyodo Temple, Yamashina Canal, 
Arashiyama, Sagano, Yoshiminedera Temple, 
Kinzoji Temple, Oharano-jinja Shrine, Jingoji 
Temple, Kozanji Temple, Kiyotaki, Sanzen-in 
Temple, Joshokoji Temple

Kinkakuji Temple, Shimyo-in Temple, Byodo-
in Temple, Ninnaji Temple, Kuramadera 
Temple, Bujoji Temple

Best Times and Places for Autumn Leaves Viewing 
Late October~November

Nison-in Temple, Sanzen-in Temple, 
Kurama Temple, Kifune Temple, Bujoji 
Temple, Toji-in Temple

Nijo Castle, Ginkakuji Temple, Kinzoji 
Temple, Yoshiminedera Temple, Tofukuji 
Temple, Manshu-in Temple, Joshokoji 
Temple, Kanshuji Temple

Nanzenji Temple, Jonangu Shrine, Ninnaji 
Temple, Kiyomizudera Temple, Arashiyama, 
Sagano, Shojiji Temple, Byodo-in Temple, 
Entsuji Temple, Koetsuji Temple, Kozanji 
Temple, Jingoji Temple, Shisendo Temple, 
Sekizanzen-in Temple, Jakko-in Temple, 
Joruriji Temple, Kiyotaki

Eikando Temple, Zuishin-in Temple, 
Anrakuji Temple, Sekihoji Temple

Late
 March～
  Early
   April

Late
 Oct

Early
 Nov

Mid
 Nov

Late
 Nov

Mid
 April

Late
 April
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    WORLD CULTURAL HERITAGE SITES AND
POPULAR TOURIST SPOTS

*Taxi times from Kyoto Station are approximate, as they may vary due to traf�c conditions.

Nishi Hongwanji Temple

5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 35 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
http://www.tenryuji.com/ http://www.shokoku-ji.jp/g_about.html http://www.toji.or.jp/ http://www.city.kyoto.jp/bunshi/nijojo/

45 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

45 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 50 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 60 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
http://www.byodoin.or.jp/ http://www.kiyomizudera.or.jp/ http://www.hieizan.or.jp/ http://www.kosanji.com/

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.hongwanji.or.jp/ http://www.shokoku-ji.jp/k_about.html http://www.ninnaji.or.jp http://www.daigoji.or.jp/

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.ryoanji.jp/http://www.kamigamojinja.jp/ http://www.shimogamo-jinja.or.jp/

2075‐371‐5181

Kinkakuji Temple

2０７５‐４６１‐００１３

Ninnaji Temple

2０７５‐４６１‐１１５５

Daigoji Temple

Kamigamo-jinja Shrine
上賀茂神社

醍醐寺

下鴨神社

2０７５‐７８１‐００１１

Shimogamo-jinja Shrine

2０７５‐７８１‐００１０

Saihoji Temple (Kokedera Temple)

2０７５‐３９１‐３６３１

Ryoanji Temple

2０７５‐４６３‐２２１６

Tenryuji Temple

2０７５‐８８１‐１２３５

Ginkakuji Temple

2０７５‐７７１‐５７２５

Toji Temple

2０７５‐６９１‐３３２５

Nijo-jo Castle

2０７５‐８４１‐００９６

Byodo-in Temple

2０７７４‐２１‐２８６１

Kiyomizudera Temple

2０７５‐５５１‐１２３４

Hieizan Enryakuji Temple

2０７７‐５７８‐０００１

Ujigami-jinja Shrine

2０７７４‐２１‐４６３４
2075-561-6155

Kosanji Temple

西本願寺 金閣寺 仁和寺

西芳寺（苔寺） 龍安寺

天龍寺 銀閣寺 東寺 二条城

Yasaka-jinja Shrine八坂神社

平等院 清水寺 比叡山延暦寺

宇治上神社

高山寺

2０７５‐８６１‐４２０４

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
http://www.yasaka-jinja.or.jp http://www.kodaiji.com/

Kodai-ji Temple高台寺 Toyokuni-jinja Shrine豊国神社

2075-561-9966

2０７５‐５７１‐０００２

Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine
伏見稲荷大社

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://inari.jp/

Daitokuji Temple

2０７5‐641-7331
30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.rinnou.net/cont_03/07daitoku/

2０７5‐491-0019

Sagano Chikurin-no-michi 大徳寺嵯峨野 竹林の道

10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
2０７5‐561-0467

Sanjusangendo Temple三十三間堂

http://sanjusangendo.jp

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

A beautiful scenic spot with a 
magical bamboo forest path that 
goes on for 300m.
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CENTRAL KYOTO AREA AND ARASHIYAMA AREA MAP 
Shrine Temple World Cultural

Heritage Sites
Post
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Foreign
Exchange HotelInformation H Ryokan

(Japanese Inn)
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Shopping MallR卍 i

Arashiyama Area Central Kyoto Area

Electronic
Goods Store
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